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ABSTRACT
Multi-homing, or direct attachment to multiple networks, offers both performance and
availability benefits for important serverson busy networks. Exploiting thesebenefits to their
fullest requiresa modicum of routing knowledgein the clients. Careful policy control must also
be reflected in the routing used within the network to make best use of specializedand often
scarceresources. While relatively straightforwardin theory, this problem becomesmuch more
difficult to solve in a real network containing often intractable implementationsfrom a variety
of vendors.
This paperpresentsan analysisof the problem and proposesa useful solution for a typical
campus network. Application of this solution at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center is
studiedand the problemsand pitfalls encounteredare discussed,as are the workaroundsusedto
make the systemwork in the real world.
Introduction

In a simple network composedof a collection of
machinesconnectedto a single multi-accessnetwork,
such as an Ethernet, routing of IP packets is simple
since each host can talk to every other host on the network. Introduction of a second network, connected
via a router, adds only slightly to complexity - any
non-local hosts must be reachedvia the router. This
can be trivially implementedby adding a deJ?uuZt
route
on eachhost pointing to the router’s adjacentport.
Introduction of the second network and the
router does serve to segregatetraffic and thus reduce
network loads, but it also createssome new problems
if hosts on both networks share one or more large
servers. If the router goes down, one network loses
hhis work supported by the United States Department of
Energy under contract number DE-AC03-76SF00515.

access to the server. If the network to which the
server is attached goes down, perhaps for maintenance,both networks lose accessto the server. If the
two networks serve two different user communities
with very different work habits, this may make it
difficult to find a time when maintenancecan be done
on the critical network, and perhapscostly as well if
overtime is required.
Problems with NFS and routers

If the server is an NFS fileserver, anothermore
subtle problem may appear. NFS uses 8 kilobytes as
its default packet size, a value which parallels the
largest possible block size in a BSD filesystem. Ethernet, on the other hand, has a Maximum Transfer
Unit (MTU) of 1500 bytes. In order to passan 8 KB
packet over an Ethernet, IP must fragment this large
packet into a number of smaller packets, which are
re-assembledwhen they reach the destination. If the
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network is congestedthe sender may delay between
each packet. Ideally the destination is eagerly awaiting the packets and will have no trouble acceptingall
of the fragments. An intermediatedevice such as the
router, however, may not be able to accommodateall
of the incoming traffic and may simply drop some of
the fragments. The destinationwill eventually decide
that some fragmentsare never going to arrive and will
purge the entire packet. The NFS client software,
with no knowledge of this fragmentation,simply sees
a sIow or unresponsiveserver and will reissue the
- request, at some point also issuing the infamous NFS
server
not responding diagn0stic.l
One can certainly reduce the NFS packet size by
adjusting the rsize and wsize parametersof the mount,
but this could have a substantialperformanceimpact
of its own, and requires knowledge of the network
topology by each client to decide whether or not the
smaller values should be used. Recent versions of
AMD [2] address the latter issue through the wire
selector,though the other problemsstill remain.
Multi-homed

servers

Instead of trying to work around the problems
introducedby addition of the router, a better approach
is to avoid them wherever possible by connecting the
critical server to both networks. One could eliminate
the router altogether and use the server as a router,
and some server vendors suggestthis. This is probably going a bit too far unless there is little traffic
between the two netwprks. Even relatively inexpen-.
sive routers are better at this job than most fileservers,
and fileservers burdened with many incidental tasks
tend to become poor fileservers. Using a router in
parallel with a multi-homed server, as in figure 1, provides the best service both for traffic betweenthe networks and for accessto the server.
Now the challenge becomesone of getting the
hosts to talk to the server directly rather than via the
router. If the host in figure 1 refers to the serverusing
the IP addresson network B (or for brevity of notation
simply S,), all is well. If, however, the host uses S,,
it will see that the addressis not on its local network
and will use the default route to choose the router as
the gateway to the final destination, as illustrated in
figure 2. Besides placing unnecessarytraffic on network A, this affects availability by introducing dependencieson both router R and network A. It also raises
the specterof packet fragmentationproblems.

IA discussionof this problem is containedin [I].
“Appendix C: NFS Problem Diagnosis” of that document
details how to determine whether or not dropped packets are
a problem for a particular system.
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Figure 1. Simple network with multi-homed server
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Figure 2. Path using default route to S,

One could simply use different namesfor S,.,and
S,, and this is what some vendors recommend [3].
Users probably won’t rememberthe difference, however, even if they understandthe network topology
sufficiently. NFS configuration also becomes more
complicated,which may be a substantialconsideration
for a site with many machinesand servers.
Another approachis to use the samename but to
somehow resolve it to the closest address for each
machine. This host-specific name resolution can
easily be accomplished via /etc/hosts,
though
this doesn’tscale well to a large network. Sun’s Network Information Service (NIS, formerly known as
Yellow Pages) [4] is commonly used, for better or
worse, to assist with maintenanceof the hosts database, but it provides for only one addressper host
name across the entire network. The Domain Name
Service (DNS) [5] provides for multiple addressesbut
no preference for one over another, though some
implementationsdo provide a facility for sorting multiple addresses[6].
Host routes

With resolution of a single server name to the
best addressbeing eliminated as a viable option in
many cases,the focus turns to what can be done if a
host choosesthe “wrong” addressfor the server. A
host’s routing table can certainly be more sophisticated than a simple default route for all non-adjacent
addresses.In particular, a host route may specify a
different route to one particular destination host than
would be used for other hosts on the same network.
Figure 3 illustrates the host’s view of this.
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Figure 4. Pathusinghost route to S,

Here, Ss is the gatewayto S,, while RB is used
as the gateway to other hosts on network A. Thus
packets sent by the host to the server’s “wrong”
addresswill still go directly to the server,as in figure
4. Some additional processing is required on the
server but for any modem server this should be
insignificant.
Dynamic routing

For the network presentedthus far, static routing
is adequate(if a bit tedious)to implementeverywhere.
For a real network with many servers and perhaps
multiple routers,maintenanceof the routing tableson
a multitude of hosts using static routes would be
prohibitive. Fortunately, dynamic routing protocols
exist which permit network devicesto discoverroutes
on their own and which enable them to adapt to
changesin network topology,plannedor otherwise.
Three different types of participantsin’the routing processhave beenencounteredin this discussion,
each with different needs and capabilities. Starting
with the simplest,they are
l A workstationor other host H with only a single
interface. It silently listensto routing information
on the network and updatesits own routing tables
as necessary. Having only one interface, it can
perform no useful gatewayingand thus has no
need to advertiseany routing information to others.
l A serverS which has multiple interfaces,i.e., it is
multi-homed. Like a workstation, it listens to
routing information on the network and updates

$ netstat
-r
Routing
tables
Destination
Gateway
localhost
localhost
default
ROUTER-B
A
ROUTER-B
SERVER-A
SERVER-B
B
HOST

Flags
UH
UG
UG
UGH
U

its own routing tables. (It shouldalso be able to
choose the best interface for outgoing traffic
when confronted with a choice.) In addition, it
acts as a gatewayfor packetsaddressedto one of
its interfaces that are received via a different
interface, and it must advertiserouting information (host routes)so other hosts know of this service. As a matter of policy it does not forward
packets between two networks and thus should
not advertiseany network routes.
A router R which gatewayspacketsbetweennetworks on behalf of other hosts. Logically, it is
nothing more than a host with two or more interfaces, but without the policy restriction against
passingpacketsbetweennetworks. In practice it
will probably be a specializeddevice and may
thus be less flexible in how policies may be
implemented. Since it is willing to passpackets
beyond itself it must also advertise network
routes, including ones learnedfrom other gateways and not just the host routes which a server
advertises.
Choosing a routing protocol

As with editors, shells, and mailers on UNIX, an
abundanceof routing protocols exist for IP. Fortunately,most can be eliminatedas being irrelevantto
the task of interior routing - routing within a single
network. When selecting from the available interior
routing protocols,the requirementthat hostsbe able to
listen to the protocol is the most stringent. Nearly
every TCP/IP packageincludes support for RIP, the
Routing Information Protocol [7], often via the BSD
routed utility. Relatively few supportany other protocol.
Newer and perhapsbetterprotocolsdo exist, and
portable software is available to implement many of
them. Cornell University’s gated [8] is a notable
exampleof such software. A better choiceof protocol
might be cisco’s GatewayDiscovery Protocol (GDP)
[9] or the ICMP Router Discovery Protocol [lo], for
which severalUNIX implementationsare freely available in sourceform. At best, this approachsuggestsa
lot of porting effort for a typical installation with a
multi-vendor environment. More likely, there are at
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Figure 3. Routingtablewith host route to S,
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Nothing in RIP requires that the metric be a hop
count, however. The only restriction is that values
greater than or equal to 16 are considered to be
unreachable - a RIP metric of 16 is commonly discussedas being “infinite.” This is useful, since a host
route to S, via Ss with a metric of 1 would be subsumedby a network route to A via Rs with a metric of
1. If the network route instead has a metric of 2, the
subsumptionrule doesnot come into play and the host
route is used,which is exactly what is desired.
It is evident that RIP is capableof conveying the
necessaryrouting information. The remaining problem is whether or not the servers and routers can be
made to generatethe desired RIP advertisements.A
servershould advertisehost routes to each of its interfaces with a metric of 1; it should not advertise any
other routes since routers will handle traffic between
networks. A router must simply infute its metrics to 2
insteadof the usual 1.

least some devices which are “black boxes” and thus
not amenableto this solution. FastPathgatewaysfor
AppleTalk, which support only RIP [ll] and which
cannot be enhancedwith new protocols by the user,
are a good example.
For better or worse, RIP appearsto be the only
reasonablechoice available at this time if one wishes
to dynamically communicaterouting information to as
wide a variety of hosts as possible. (Even this doesn’t
cover somehosts,which only support static routes to a
default gateway, such as DOS machines using FTP
- -Software’s PC/TCP [12].) The question, then, is
whetheror not RIP is adequatefor the job.
Suitability

of RIP

A RIP packet is broadcaston each attachednetwork by a router or other device which has routes to
advertise. For each route, the packet includes a destination, which may be a host, a network, or a special
value for default routes, and a metric, which indicates
the quality of the route. The metric is an integer, customarily representingthe numberof hops or intermediary nodes required to reach the destination. For the
network in figure 1, R broadcastson network B a
packet advertising a route to network A with a metric
of 1. If a host seesa route with a lower metric than
one it is already using, it switches to the new route. In
addition, a host route to a destinationon a given network will be replaced, or subsumed, by a network
route to the destination’snetwork which has an equal
or lower metric.

#
# Enable
#
rip yes;

Policy control in RIP implementations
The BSD routed utility doesn’t offer much in
the way of control by external policies. In particular,
one can keep it from generatingany advertisements,
but there is no way to have it generatehost routes to
its own interfaces while suppressingother advertisements,nor is therea way to inflate metrics.
Cornell’s gated offers a great deal of tailorability
in addition to its support for a number of routing protocols. A gated configuration which will implement
the desiredpolicy for serversis illustrated in figure 5.

RIP

#
# Static
routes
to
#
static
{
host S, gateway
host S, gateway
1;

our

own interfaces

127.0.0.1
127.0.0.1

#
# Advertise
only host
#
export
proto
rip
(
proto
rip
restrict;
proto
static
(
all
metric
1;
1;
1 ';

routes

--

handles

noinstall;
noinstall;

to

our

various

addresses

Figure 5. gated configurationfor serverS
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for

advertisements

The first section in this configuration enables RIP.
The seconddeclareshost routes to eachof the server’s
addresses,which are not installed in the kernel routing
table but which provide the necessaryhost routes for
the RIP advertisements. The third section restricts
RIP from advertising routes learned from other
serversand routers,and causesthe static host routes to
be advertisedwith a metric of 1.
Few vendors distribute gated but, fortunately,
porting is not as big a concernas for most hosts, since
serverstypically come from few vendors,comparedto
the multitude of sources for other hosts on the network. The sources from Cornell readily build on a
variety of common UNIX platforms, and porting to
VAX/VMS is not an issue since TGV provides gated
with their MultiNet TCP/IP software. Porting to other
non-UNIX platforms would probably be more
difficult.2
The necessary configuration for routers is
simpler, yet much more difficult to generalize,since
there is no common ground between vendors for
configurationoptions. All of SLAC’s routersare from
cisco Systems. Becauseciscos are quite popular and
constitute the majority of the author’s experience,
only the cisco configuration will be considered. Fortunately, the necess,arymetric inflation is easily
accomplished using the configuration fragment in
figure 6. The key here is the offset-list command,
which causes1 to be addedto the metric of advertised
routes to destinationsmatchedby accesslist 42, which
simply matchesall destinations.
One difficulty is that cisco routers do not
currently understandhost routes. They will be implemented in the upcoming 9.1 release of the cisco
software. Until then, the impact is not too great since
traffic that does not require a router will not be
affected. Only packets which must already pass
through one router run the risk of passing through
more routers than necess<ary,
and many of the benefits
of a direct path disappe‘arat the first router hop.

7a. route with single Ethernethop

71,. FDDI plus host route (preferred)
Figure 7. Alternate routesfrom H to S,

Reliability should be handled for the most part by
redundantrouter paths, which are neededto provide
reliable service for other traffic anyway.
Scalability of RIP solution

‘Some creativity might he required to implement the
necessary policies on peculiar servers. For particularly
intractable systems, a hacked version of routed might prove
more fruitful than trying to port gated. The author has so
far successfully avoided the chore of porting gated to
VMKMS, though this necessity looms ominously.

! metric
access-list
! configure
router
rip
offset-list

inflation
-42 permit
RIP

routing

42 out

With the addition of another network and
another router, the metric for the route to the distant
network increasesto 4, with each of the routers making a contribution of 2. As the network grows larger,
with an increasingnumber of router hops betweenthe
most distant portions of the network, the “infinite”
match all
addresses
0.0.0.0
255.255.255.255
process

1

Figure 6. Configurationfragmentfor cisco router

metric of 16 will be approached.With a metric value
of 2 for each router this implies a maximum path or
network diameter of seven routers. This is probably
beyond the reasonablelimit for RIP due to inherent
limitations in the protocol.
Introduction of another type of network adds a
new level of complexity to the problem. So far all
networks have been consideredto be equal. If one of
the networks is an FDDI ring, while the others are
Ethernets,preferenceshould almost surely be given to
the-faster and higher-bandwidth FDDI network, as
- -depictedin figure 7. RIP is still able to describe this
topology, though the limits of scalability are much
closer. The optimal route, in figure 7b, has a metric of
3 - 1 for the host route from A’,,,, to & and another
2 addedby the traversal of router R 3. Therefore the
Ethernet hop via R2 must have a metric of at least 4.
This brings the limit on network diameter to only
three routers, or four if one pair is connectedvia the
FDDI network.
Routes between multi-homed servers that share
two common networks are also a concern. In figure
8a, either of the available routes is as good as the
other, but if one of the networks is superior to the
other, as in figure 8b, it should be the preferred path
betweenthe servers.

destination
server
server
-

via
FDDI
Ethernet
-

network
default
default
default

(any)
(any)

-

(any)
Ethernet

8a. either route may be chosen

CFDDl
Sb. best route is via FDDl
Figure 8. Network preferenceamongsthost routes

While the theory of using RIP to support both
multi-homed hosts and a heterogeneouscollection of
networks may be interesting,it clearly shows signs of
pushing the abilities of the protocol to its limits.
Moreover, when one moves from theory to implementation, the problem becomes intransigent. The most

description
host route
serveradvertiseshigher metric
only seenwithin server
single hop to network
from firewall router
only seenwithin server
from router on FDDI
from router not on FDDI

9a. metrics as seenby host or router

metric

destination
server
server
network
default
network
default
default
default
default

via
FDDI
Ethernet
FDDI
FDDI
Ethernet
Ethernet
FDDI
Ethernet
Ethernet

description
anotherserveron FDDI
never seenby server
biasedby receiving server
single hop to network
from firewall router
single hop (biasedby server)
from firewall router (biased)
from router on FDDI
from router on FDDI (biased)
from router not on FDDI (biased)

9b. metrics a5seenby server
Figure 9. Interpretationsof RIP metrics
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apparentobstacle is that cisco does not provide any
means of inflating the metrics of some routes to 2
while others are inflated to 4. This alone eliminates
the possibility of solving the problem with only RIP.
Beyond RIP

The unique ability of RIP to convey routing
information to a wide variety of hosts compels its use
with the rank and file hosts. Its inadequacyfor heterogeneous networks suggests that an ideal solution
would use a more sophisticated protocol between
routers and perhapsthose serversattachedto different
sorts of networks, while retaining RIP for the low-end
routing. With routers using RIP only for advertisements, and not for communicatingwith eachother, the
risk of routing loops that’s usually associatedwith
running multiple routing protocols is avoided. Translation of metrics from another protocol into RIP
metrics is a problem, however.
The solution currently being pursuedat SLAC is
to use IGRP between the routers, with each router
using RIP only to advertisea default route and routes
to attached networks. The metrics of the default
routes are tuned for each router to reflect the static
distance from the firewall router, which attachesthe
SLAC network to the Internet. Multi-homed servers
use RIP, with a bias againstEthernet routes which is
explained below. A topic for future study is whether
the serversshould participate in the samerouting protocol as the routers, which would force a move from
IGRP to something else, probably OSPF or perhaps
IS-IS.
The current solution still producesoptimal routing locally, with packetsfrom a host to a serveron the
samenetwork going directly to the server and packets
going to a network only one hop away going via the
single-hop router. For destinationswhich are at least

#
# Enable
RIP
#
rip yes {
interface
interface
1;

en0 metricin
en1 metricin

two hops away, a suboptimal route may be chosenin
some circumstances. This does not seem to be too
high a cost when set againstthe maintenanceand reliability benefits of dynamic routing, and the route used
is never worse than the routing producedby the static
default route schemewhich is being replaced.
While IGRP provides sufficient information to
allow the routers to prefer FDDI routes, the multihomed servers rely on inflation of RIP metrics to
implement this preference. Host routes advertisedto
Ethernets are advertised with a inflated metric of 2
insteadof 1, so routers or other serverswhich seeboth
advertisementswill choosethe FDDI route becauseof
the lower metric. In addition, servers add 1 to the
metrics of all routes learned via Ethemets. This
second addition or biasing is redundantfor routes to
other servers(which will end up with a metric of 3),
but is required because the routers aren’t flexible
enough to inflate their own Ethernet advertisements3
(Figure 9 summarizes the interpretations of the
metrics as seen from the differing viewpoints of
servers and other devices.) With the addition of an
FDDI connection, the first two sections of the gated
configuration from figure 5 are modified as illustrated
in figure 10.
With a metric of 3 representinga host route to a
server via an Ethernet, routers use 4 as the metric for
advertising routes to their attached networks. The
firewall router also advertisesa default route with a
metric of 4. When fully implemented, the FDDI
jThe routers don’t listen to host routes, either, so the
inflated metric of 2 applied by servers to host routes they
advertise on Ethernets isn’t yet used. The inflation is
implemented on the servers now so the necessary
information is available when host routes become supported
by the routers.

2 metricout
2 metricout

#
# Static
routes
to our own interfaces
-#
static
{
host SA gateway
127.0.0.1
noinstall;
host ,‘?B gateway
127.0.0.1
noinstall;
host ,‘?,c,,, gateway
127.0.0.1
noinstall;
1;

1;
1;

# bias
# bias

handles

for

against
against

non-FDDI
non-FDDI

advertisements

Figure 10. gated configurationmodifications for serveron FDDI

network will be the primary backbone of the SLAC
network, and most Ethemets will only be a single
router hop away from the FDDI, so routers attachedto
the FDDI advertise a default route with a metric of 6,
metric 5 representinga (biased) Ethernet route to the
lirewall router. Other routers advertisea default route
with even higher metrics. The relevant portions of the
configuration for a typical router on the FDDI are
shown in figure 11.
This approachassumesthat moving toward the
- PDDI network is good if the destinationis not nearby,
- -which may not always be the best choice. It also
requires individual tuning of each router, though only
in the metric for the default route and according to
relatively straightforward rules. It thus is less general
than one would wish for, though it seems to be
approachingthe best that can be accomplishedwithin
the myriad constraints, and without resorting to
Byzantine configurations which aren’t easily demonstratedto be correct.
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